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The World Casino Activity is a combination of two nonformal methods, The 6 Bono Hats¹ and World Café². The
participants are divided into 5 smaller groups. They are
assigned a table of discussion and will rotate to the next
tables after spending 10 minutes (or as much as the
facilitator decides it is needed) at one sitting.
In World Casino, people play and gamble with ideas, raise
problems and win solutions. While the topic can be any
subject worth discussing, in our activity, we proposed one
of heritage-interest: “How should the <Cazino> building of
Constanta (abandoned Art Nouveau building from the early
20th century) be transformed into a cultural business?
Why? What?” Each table has a facilitator who doesn’t move
from the table and collects data from each group passing.
Each table will have a topic and a thinking hat¹.
Creative Art for Heritage Promotion (Green Hat), Historical
Importance (White Hat), Entrepreneurship, Potential and
Opportunities (Yellow Hat), Tourism Effects (Black Hat),
Social/Community Related Roles (Red Hat). Free
discussion with the whole group (Blue Hat Reflection).
Materials: chairs, tables, paper, printed hats and markers.

Author

Andreea Cosma
Youth Trainer at House of Education
and Innovation (HEI)
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WORLD
CASINO

TIMING
2h

AIM
To improve soft
and critical
thinking skills
among youth on
topics related to
cultural heritage
protection.

9

Reflection
After the 5 groups go through all 5 tables: Green, White, Yellow,
Black and Red, all participants will create a big group of
discussion in which everybody puts on the Blue Thinking Hat. This
Hat will serve as the reflection part of the activity.

Proposed questions
What were the biggest challenges you faced in finding solutions?
What could go wrong when turning a building of heritage
importance into a new cultural business model?
What do you find positive about cultural entrepreneurship?

The art of teaching
is the art of
assisting discovery.
MARK VAN DOREN
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2

The activity is a combination of more well-known methods:
Treasure Hunt, Photo Voice³ and the Business Model Canvas⁴.
See the support materials under Annexes. This can be a oneday activity, as it comprises more steps in its implementation:
Step 1 - Heritage and Perspective: The participants are
presented an overview of the existing endangered buildings
from their region. They are also presented the concept of the
“Flâneur⁵,” a 19th century stroller of the streets of Paris who
observes the city, its spaces and the people.
Step 2 - Architecture Hunt for the Flâneurs: The participants will
receive the role of flâneurs and they will be parted in groups.
Each group will receive a “Treasure Building," a map and a list
of tasks (See Annex 1). The teams should check all tasks and
sites on their route and take a photo with each place. The
"mAPP my Europe" app can be used for this stage of the activity
(available for Android and IOS). After finishing their route, they
come back to the workshop room.
Step 3 - Photo Voice: The participants will prepare a short
presentation of their experience. The photos will reflect the
good and bad parts of cultural heritage protection in their city
and the group will discuss what happened.

Author

Andreea Cosma
Youth Trainer at House of Education
and Innovation (HEI)
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From FLAneur
to
Entrepreneur

The photos will reflect the good and bad parts of cultural
heritage protection in their city and will raise awareness about
its importance. Some reflective questions for the whole group
can be:
“What impressed you the most during the route?;” “What was
the hardest tasks and what other obstacles did you face during
your tour?;” “What is your overall impression of the city?;” “Did
you see the city differently this time? If yes, how?”; “What did
you learn about your treasure building?”
Step

4

–

The

Business

Canvas

Model

for

Cultural

Entrepreneurs: The participants are presented the Business
Canvas Model⁴ and how it works, as well as some important
aspects about social and cultural entrepreneurship. They are
asked to go back to their teams and to create a cultural
business idea for their treasure building. After finishing, each
group will pitch their business idea in front of the other groups.
Their listeners will give feedback on how to improve their
plans.
We implemented this activity with 25 participants (4 working
groups) in one full day (aprox. 6 working hours).
Materials: maps, list of tasks, phones/photo-cameras, laptop,
projector, printed business canvas sheets (A3).
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TIMING
1 Day

AIM
To encourage youth to

become active changemakers in society,
by raising awareness
among them
about the state of heritage-

buildings in danger
and by giving them
the necessary tools to
design
and implement solutions.
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Reflection
The participants should have 15-30 minutes for discussion, in which all
groups get together and share experiences, impressions, suggestions
and ideas about the activity, their work and experience during that day
and their thoughts about cultural heritage in general. Some helpful
questions that the facilitator can raise are:

Proposed questions
What problems did you identify in relation to local cultural heritage?

Did you also manage to find some solutions to these problems?
What was the hardest stage? How did you manage to overcome it?

The best teachers are
those who show you
where to look, but don't
tell you what to see.
ALEXANDRA K.TRENFOR
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3

This activity focuses on the participants’ critical and strategic
thinking skills but also demonstrates the positive power of
team-work and team chemistry. If you have a big group, part
it into smaller ones, of preferably 5 people each. Explain
them the main typologies of people that one can find in a
working team: the leader, the accountant, the pessimist, the
optimist, the workaholic. Explain the traits that these
characters have:
The leader: likes to be in charge, likes to take decisions and
likes to manage people.
The accountant: always thinks about the available numbers,
the budget and the resources.
The pessimist: is compelled to point out the negative side of
things, always thinks about what can go wrong.

The optimist: sees the good side of things and always
brainstorms great, bold ideas, this person may not see the
risks.
The workaholic: works hard to put in practice everything the
others tell him, but doesn’t take the initiative.

Author

Andreea Cosma
Youth Trainer at House of Education
and Innovation (HEI)
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coolt
works

These roles are written on small pieces of paper and are
folded. Each participant takes one random note and keeps
secret his/her role until the end of the activity. A group may
receive one different role for each person, from the 5
characters (and have a balanced team), or more than one
person in a team may have the same role (and have an
unbalanced team).
The participants are invited to plan, in teams, a cultural event
for their school or community in around 30 minutes. After
they are ready, they will present their cultural event in front
of the other teams. After presentations, the participants are
invited to tell each other the roles they have received.
Materials: folded post-its with 1 role written on each piece
of paper, A3/flipchart paper, markers and colors.

16

TIMING
60'-90'

AIM
To experience
designing
and working on a
cultural event,
while facing
collaborative
issues and
learning how to
overcome them.
17

Reflection
The participants are invited at the end of the activity to do a
personality test and find out more about themselves and their

colleagues. An example of a free online test is ______
here

Proposed questions
Did the role you received match your true personality?
What was easy/difficult about your role?
Do you think the work of a team behind a cultural work or event is
reflected in its outcomes? Do you have such examples?

It is better
to know some of the
questions than all of
the answers.
18

JAMES THURBER

4

The activity is based on the famous method, Living
Library, originally developed by a Danish Youth NGO
called Stop the Violence⁶. In our interpretation of the
activity, we have invited different specialists in Cultural
Heritage to serve as “living books” for our participants: a
professor of history and political science, a tour guide,
a cultural entrepreneur, a social entrepreneur, a
cultural influencer, an NGO, which promotes ancient
history and another NGO, that promotes popular
costumes and traditions. We organized our living library
into an actual library and each living book had its space
to receive a group of readers. The participants had to
“borrow the books” by asking the librarian (the
facilitator) for a check-in card with the name of the
desired "book." There were only 4 check-in cards for
each "book" and they had to be returned after “reading
the book” (10’–15’). The checking-in and out of the
books repeats until most of the participants managed
to "read" all "books."
Materials: Timer, whistle/sound to mark the end of the
reading sessions, check in cards, the names of the
"living books" on small pieces of paper or tags.

Author

Andreea Cosma
Youth Trainer at House of Education
and Innovation (HEI)
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book a
thought

TIMING
1h

AIM
To encourage
peer learning on
heritage topics, by
providing an
informal space
and a dynamic
approach for the
educational
process.
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Reflection
At the end, a group reflection is highly recommended, during which, the
participants share their experience during the activity.

Proposed questions
For the "Readers": Was talking to the "living books" the same as
reading a book? What impressed you the most during the talks?

For the "Books": How did you manage to take the role of a "book" and
how did you feel? What was the most difficult part in assuming this
role?

Change is the end
result of all
true learning.
LEO BUSCAGLIA
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5

Step 1 – Draw your heart on a piece of paper or carton,
in any form or way you see it.
Step 2 – Color your heart in any color you want and
use the scissors to remove the edges around the
heart.
Step 3 – Think about all the things that bind you to the
cultural heritage of your country and write them inside
the heart you have created. There may be positive
or negative aspects that you think of.
Step 4 – The members of the group will put their
hearts on the same thread and will create a chain of
intercultural hearts.
Step 5 – Each member will describe his/her heart in
front of the group.

Materials: cardboard, scissors, colored pencils, postits, thread, flipchart/whiteboard.

Author

Alexandra Topală
Speech Therapist and Youth Trainer at
House of Education and Innovation (HEI)
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heartbeat

TIMING
1h

AIM
To remember
and share with
others the role
of national
cultural
heritage as well
as existing
solutions to
protect it.
23

Reflection
The facilitator will create a Problem Board with all problems written
on the hearts, if any. The participants will use post-its to write down
solutions. They will stick all their notes around each problem. The
facilitator will help the group find a main solution for each issue and
thus, transform the Problem Board into a Solution Board.

Proposed questions
Why are these all so important to you, that they have a place in your
heart?
What do you think you could do to protect these cultural values?

it is not the honor
that you take with you,
but the heritage you
leave behind.
BRANCH RICKEY
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6

This activity will briefly go over how cultural identity
may inform one’s political opinion and vice versa.
Students will work in small groups of 3-4, to discuss
polarizing issues and cultural identities. This is a 1-2
hours activity.
Suggested Prerequisite – Create a safe space. Explain
to students that the topics being discussed can be
controversial and politically polarizing. No one should
have to present information about their personal
identities, but rather discuss generally, public and
social trends. Create a list of rules suggested and led
by the students to allow for an open discussion of
political and cultural issues.
Step 1 – Divide students into groups of 3-4. Present
each group of students with the cards containing
common polarizing issues (i.e. raising taxes/lowering
taxes, pro-choice/pro-life, climate change mitigation/
climate change denial, LGBTQ rights, religious
freedom, etc.). Have students place cards under the
political party that best matches that view point.

Author

Andrea Rae Burton
Science Professor
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cultural
identity

After all the cards have been placed, now give the
groups additional cards containing different cultural
identities (ethnicities, race, religion, sexual orientation,
etc.). Have groups assign these cultural identities to
political parties as well. After all the cards have been
placed, discuss.

Step 1 Proposed Questions: “Are there any polarizing
issues that you were surprised to be associated with a
particular political party?;” “Were there any polarizing
issues that were placed under more than one political
party?;” “Can you think of examples in which
someone’s identity may not align with a polarizing
issue or political party?”
Step 2 – In groups of 3-4, present students with three
different scenarios. Have the students discuss, in their
small groups, solutions for mitigating each scenario
while being sensitive to each individual’s cultural
identity. After each scenario is presented, discuss with
the entire class what each group came up with for
solutions.
Scenarios:
Scenario 1: It is your first day in Biology class, and your
lab mate says that they refuse to participate in any of
the lab activities because they don’t believe in
evolution.

26

Scenario 2: Some of your friends at lunch are
discussing the news and the topic of abortion comes
up. All of your friends start saying that they are prochoice and start cracking jokes about people who are
not. You then notice that sitting in earshot, there is a
classmate who you know to be adopted and he/she is
visibly upset.
Scenario 3: You are working on a class project with two
classmates. Rumors around school have been that one
of the student’s parents were refugees. You all agree
to go over to your other classmate’s house to work on
your class project. While there, the parents of your
classmate are watching the news about refugees.
Occasionally, you can clearly hear this parent make
negative comments towards refugees.
Step 2 Proposed Questions:
“Would you confront your lab mate/ classmate/
parent?;” “What are the ways in which you could
discuss the issue at hand, without attempting to
change one’s political views?;” “What things do you
have to consider to be sensitive to that person’s
cultural identity?”
Materials: Board to write on, cards with polarizing
issues, cards with cultural identities, cards with
different scenarios, writing prompt.

27

TIMING
2h

AIM
To have students
understand how cultural
identity can inform one’s
political views,
while recognizing that
one should not have their
political views
be completely
aligned with their political
party because of

28

these identities.

Reflection
Give each student a writing prompt to allow them to reflect on their
personal cultural identity and how it informs their political views.
Think of an instance in which your political views disagree from a
polarizing issue or their cultural identity. These written reflections
will be just for the student and will NOT be shared. After students
are done, have an open discussion about the role that cultural
identity plays in political issues.

Proposed questions
Do you think that one’s beliefs always align with their political
views? Is there a political party that perfectly aligns with your
views?

The good thing about
science is that it's true
whether or not you
believe in it.
NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON
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Collie and Slater (1992)⁷ propose a number of possible
activities for the familiarization of students with the
book they are about to discover. The following one is
widely available and it might lead to forming a set of
expectations regarding the texts and its themes,
symbols or genre. The activity might start as a visit to a
public library, where students can pick a book
randomly and guess what it is about, when it was
written, which genre it belongs to, only based on the
graphics of and the written information on the cover.
The result might be an extremely interesting
discussion or even debate which could motivate
students to read the book and see who was right.
1. What information about the book can we get from
the written text on the cover?
2. Describe the picture you see on the cover. What
adjectives would you use to describe the setting
depicted in this picture? What is the general feeling it
gives you?

Author

Daniela Enache
English High School Teacher
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love at
first sight

Students’ reactions to the cover of the book could be a
starting point for the discussion of some of the themes
of the book – for e.g. Ian McEwan’s novel Atonement
can portray the following: atonement/forgiveness,
[literary] tradition, war, social class.
Assuming that students have no prior knowledge of
the author or the book, it can be expected that these
speculations start raising curiosity. To create further
interest, one can consider the introduction of a
different cover of the same book.
Task 2: If available, show the students the cover of the
same book, issued by a different publishing house.
How is it similar to and different from the first one?
Does this cover change your expectations about what
the book might be about when compared to the first
cover?
Task 3: Make small groups and ask the students to
draw their own cover for the book, as they expect it to
be. The same activity can be repeated after the
students read the book. The before-and-after
drawings, together with the existing book covers of
various publishing houses will be compared and
contrasted in an exhibition.
Materials: books, paper, colors.

31

TIMING
1h30'

AIM
To anticipate the
content, style and time
framing of a book from
the sight of its cover
and to make
connections between
representation and
reality as cultural
products (such as
stereotypes).

32

Reflection
Students will create an exhibition of the books they chose, existing
covers and the ones they created. The exhibition will give the
students a gallery-like experience. At the end, the facilitator can
make a circle with everybody and discuss.

Proposed questions
Does a cover convince you to read the book? How much can we
grasp from just the cover?
Do you think “covers” have the same importance in other situations,
such as judging a product by its design or a person based on
clothing?

A book must be the
axe for the frozen
sea within us.
FRANZ KAFKA

33

8

Divide the participants into small groups consisting of
five people. Each group will receive one photo related
to the cultural heritage found in the city. The photos
assigned to the groups must represent different
cultural landmarks. The group will choose a
spokesperson who will automatically receive a
photograph of the landmark in question together with
the history behind it. The landmarks can be paintings,
sculptures, buildings or houses, a scene from a movie,
a street, people wearing traditional clothes, a relevant
historical event etc. As mentioned before, each of
them will come with a short description of the
landmark's history (how it came to exist, an anecdote,
its use in the past or impact on the society, a love story
behind it and catchy and interesting information to
make the participants want to know more. The written
description of the landmark shouldn't be too obvious
since the participants will have to guess later the
landmark it belongs to.
Each spokesperson will describe the landmark to the
rest of the group, who will draw it blindfolded and
holding one same pen.

Author

José María Pérez
Spanish and English School Teacher
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true story

Once the participants are done with the drawing, they
will look at it and they will start writing the beginning
of a fictional story related to the drawing, which will be
continued by the other groups, until everyone has
passed through it. The final version should contain up
to 150 words. The story will be written on the other
side of the drawing. The sheets of paper will be hung
on a string, once they are finished. The participants will
walk around as if they were in an exhibition to look at
the drawings, read the stories and share their
impressions.

Now, each spokesperson will come to the center of
the workshop room and will read the short description
behind the landmark's history to the groups. The
spokesperson should read the description without
mentioning the landmark it belongs to and without
showing the original image. If the participants fail to
match the description to the drawing, the group will
have to dance "hora" (a Romanian traditional dance),
completing ten circles in sixty seconds, Romanian
traditional music should be played as the participants
dance. If they do match, the participants will get to see
the original image of the landmark.
Materials: landmarks images, printed descriptions,
blindfolds, paper, pens, sound system, string,
clothespins and post-its (green, yellow and red).

35

TIMING
2h

AIM
Fostering an
active access to
culture, through

cooperation and
creativity, in order
to bring closer the
legacy around us.
36

Reflection
Participants write on green post-its about how heritage brings people
from the same country together. On yellow post-its, they write facts from
the landmark's history, which caught their attention. The reasons for the
lack of visibility of cultural heritage go on red post-its. Create a traffic
light with all post-its to discuss the results.

Proposed questions
Do we ever get to know in depth the heritage around us? What
stops us from being familiar with it? What drives us to its discovery?
What role does cultural heritage play in the identity of citizens?

I think my novel, 'Walden
Two,' has made people stop
and look at the culture they
have inherited and wonder if
it is the last word or
whether it can be changed.
B.F. SKINNER
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Step 1: The participants will create a role-play game,
based on the folk tradition of the Caloian, a custom
from Dobrogea, Romania, for calling the rain during
dry seasons. The facilitator establishes the roles of the
youngsters in the play: a storyteller, a priest and
mourners. They will use clay to create a doll (the
Caloian) and egg shells to create a mosaic-like layer,
on top of the clay doll.

You can find more information about the story behind
the Caloian tradition in English _______
here. More information
as well as the song to be sung by youths during the
here.
play, can be found in Romanian _______
Explaining some terms to the youngsters: (Kalosbeautiful, Ian-Ionor “John”) and explaining the origins
of this folk custom: It was a ritual of initiation of
Thracian springs, over which, later, a ritual of bringing
the rain overlapped. The "Caloian" is reminiscent of
Roman mythology, as the Romans used to invoke the
god Jupiter. This custom "the Caloian" was spread until
the 20th century⁸.

Author

Didina Cosma
Teacher
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caloian:
the rain
ritual

Step 2: After the doll is created, the participants
experience the tradition of the Caloian through roleplay, by following the story. They will play the scene of
the funeral of the Caloian (any props such as
costumes, candles etc. can be useful).
Step 3: Exiting the story is important in role-plays, as
the participants should try to get into the characters’
shoes and also, exit their role when the play is over. An
imagination exercise with their eyes closed, while the
facilitator tells them to imagine the dry season, the
clay doll, the river etc., can help them enter the story,
while telling them to imagine the transition to present
times, can help them exit the character.
Materials: clay, painted eggshells, flowers, candles.
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TIMING
2h

AIM
To deepen the
knowledge of
youth, regarding
the ancient
customs and
traditions of
Dobrogea.
40

Reflection
The participants will have a group conversation about the
understanding of folk traditions and about their importance to us,
after thousands of years.

Proposed questions
Why do you think that in these traditions, elements of Thracian
mythology and elements of other faiths have been combined?
Why do you think this old-fashioned custom used to be practiced in
spring?
Why is it important for us to know about such old customs?

Come forth into the
light of things,
let nature be
your teacher.
WILLIAM WORDSWORTH

41
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This is an example of a Treasure-Hunt type of activity
that can be implemented in Varna, Bulgaria. Similar
tasks can be adapted to other cities or places.
The participants are divided into smaller groups of 4-6
people. Each group receives a list of tasks, for example
“Find this building and make a video to present it in a
creative way!” or “Find this monument and include it in a
short dance choreography!” (See Annex 2). The "mAPP
my Europe" app can be used for this stage of the activity
(available for Android and IOS).
After the tasks are finished, all groups return to the
meeting point and present their experiences and
discoveries.

It is recommended that participants upload their photos
and videos to the organizers' Facebook page to give
visibility to the activity and to show the material to the
rest of participants during the presentation.
Materials: Map, list of locations, list of tasks, photo/video
devices.

Author

Miroslava Mileva
Youth Trainer at NGO IDEA
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Culture
Holmes

TIMING
3-4h

AIM
To structure field
trips and help at
orienting the
process of
sightseeing
towards
experiencing
the city.
43

Reflection
After all groups have returned, they will have a few minutes to send/
upload all pictures and videos done during the trip and to plan their
presentations. Each group receives 5-10 minutes to present its trip.
Afterwards, a big group discussion is recommended in order to debrief
the whole learning experience.

Proposed questions
How did you manage to work as a team to achieve all the tasks?
What was the most difficult task?

Did anybody assume the role of group leader? What other roles were
there in the team?

education is not
something you can
finish.
ISAAC ASIMOV
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Each participant produces his/her Social Media wall on a
sheet of paper. Their drawings should reflect their cultural
background and will create a profile picture, cover photo,
hobbies, profession, last check in and favorite traditional
food. They will have time to work and time to present.

The facilitator will create his/her Social Media Wall on a
flipchart sheet and will present it. _______________
See Annex 3 as a Wall
model. This sheet can be printed as handouts for everybody
to fill in, or you can give the participants blank white sheets
of paper, for them to draw and use their creativity.

Materials: A4 sheets of paper, markers.

Author

Miroslava Mileva
Youth Trainer at NGO IDEA
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My Social
Wall

TIMING
1h

AIM
To get to know
each other
better and
to explore each
participant's
cultural
background.
46

Reflection
After everybody presents their Social Media Wall, the facilitator can
use a few debate questions for debriefing.

Proposed questions
How are nowadays’ social media tools influencing culture and
traditions? Is it a positive or negative effect?
Do you think you promote your cultural background, your region’s
heritage through your profiles? In what way?

the future of the
world is in my
classroom today.
IVAN WELTON FITZWATER

47
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Hang posters on the walls of the workshop room, each with
one of the following topics: Leadership, Breakthrough,
Alliances, Barriers, Magic, and Questions. In the first part of
the activity, divide the group into 5 smaller groups and
explain these topics to the participants. Each group should
be given one of the topics. The second part refers to the
Harvesting phase of the participants' experience.
The “learning walk” can refer to an actual site visit such as to
a library, museum, in the historical center of the city, or a
metaphorical walk, by exposing the participants to a story
(read, written, a video, documentary, film etc.) The groups
should focus on their given topic while assisting the story.
The "mAPP my Europe" app can be used for this stage of the
activity (available for Android and IOS).
The Arch of Thread represents the third part of the activity
and can serve as the reflection stage of the activity as well.
The participants compare and select their notes, comments,
impressions and questions after witnessing the story. They
fill in the poster on the wall, which has their topic.
Materials: 6 flip-chart posters, post-its, markers, printed
copies of the harvesting questions (see Annex 4).

Author

Nataliya Nikolova
Researcher and Trainer at the National
Center for Human Resources
Development Bulgaria
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the
learning
walk

TIMING
1 day

AIM
To inspire
participants to
develop leadership
and critical thinking
skills, by inviting
them to discover and
analyze motivational
stories about cultural
heritage and its
protection.
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Reflection
The “Questions” poster can be filled in by any of the teams. The
groups will present their work for the other teams and will discuss
together.

Proposed questions
Where do you notice new forms or practices of leadership?
What happened during this story that affects, irritates or inspires
you in a very special way? Where does this magic come from?
Which questions arise for me from this story that I can take forward
to my work, organization or community?

when educating the mind
of our youth, we must
not forget to educate
their hearts.
DALAI LAMA
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Gymkhana is a skill-based contest. We decided to implement
our Gymkhana in the Memory Museum of Andalucía, as an
example of activities that can be organized in museum. The
activity has the role of helping youth learn about their past
through a participatory approach but also to encourage them
to go to museums.
Accompanied by a guide, each group visits the rooms of the
museum exploring and learning about a specific time.
Depending on the specialty of the museum, the participants
will be parted into smaller teams.
The three groups we chose were: Ambassadors of AlAndalus, Ambassadors of Prehistory, and Ambassadors of
Rome. Give the participants a set of questions and tasks to
solve during their museum race (See Annex 5).

Materials: notebooks designed to find the clues of each time
period.
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gymkhana
in the
museum

TIMING
2h

AIM
To become
ambassadors
of culture
through game
and discovery.

52

Reflection
After all groups return to the meeting spot, you can make a big
circle with everybody to talk about their experience in the museum.
First, each group will present what they learned about their time
period. After the presentations, the facilitator can ask some
reflective questions.

Proposed questions
What is the role of the museum in a community?
How would an ideal museum look like?
Would you like to have in your region another kind of museum?

education without values,
as useful as it is, seems
rather to make man a
more clever devil.
C.S. LEWIS
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Make small teams and give them a printed copy of Annex 6.
Set a meeting hour and place. Derive is a way of exploring
the city. It focuses on following natural instinct, and must be
completed with no motive behind the travel. In other words, a
"derive" is carried out with the only purpose of exploring the
city how it is designed to be explored.
The route may seem randomly selected, but the journey is
influenced subconsciously, by the city layout and
appearance. Maybe you prefer to create a rule, which helps
you decide where to go, or just follow your instinct. If you
were to choose between a dark alleyway, or a lush green,
open pathway, which one would you choose?
Feel the city! Enjoy, smell or discover some little details that
impress you.
Materials: phones, tablets, photo-cameras, pencils and
paper.
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DERIVE

TIMING
3h

AIM
To get
to know
a place’s
culture
through
discovery.
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Reflection
After the teams come back, give them some time to draw/map the
route they followed. They can choose to represent it by using Google
Maps, or they can use paper and pencils for a more artistic
representation (See Annex 6). Each team will present its route.

Proposed questions
Is it true that the image of the city is different, depending on the
eyes of the one who looks at it?
How is a planned route different than a "derive" one?

Food is not just
eating energy. It’s
an experience.
GUY FIERI
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You are regional ambassadors in your country. Your team
has to choose a place or experience which you would like to
include in your tour. Each of the groups will design a youth
route.

For youngsters to understand the complexity of a city they
will receive badges with roles, through which they have to
view the places they visit. Part your participants into the
following teams: Restoration & Conservation Team, Team Art
& Culture, Team Society and Team Sustainability. Each team
member will receive a badge with a role (see Annex 7) and
will design a route according to their task. Give them some
time to plan the routes from their city, they may use a
computer or phones to check maps, information and images.
Give each team a flipchart paper, markers and maps and tell
them to make a poster that represents their route. The
youths will name it and will explain why the chosen places
are relevant for their task.
Materials: phones, computer, tourist guides, information
leaflets on the heritage of the region, maps, flipcharts,
markers.
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360
rOUTE
dESIGN

TIMING
3h

AIM
To help youths

put themselves
into the shoes of
institutions and
organizations in
the field of cultural

heritage.
58

Reflection
After presentations, the teams will debate on how they can all
cooperate together for a route that checks all 4 domains:
Restoration & Conservation Team; Team Art & Culture; Team
Society; Team Sustainability.

Proposed questions
Why is each domain important when we discuss cultural heritage?
How do these domains complement each other?
How do cultural routes impact the city?

EDUCATION IS NOT
PREPARATION FOR LIFE:
EDUCATION IS LIFE ITSELF.
JOHN DEWEY
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Instruct participants to take a lot of photos during the tour.
Give participants the handout with instructions for the miniwriting exercises of the Alhambra Tour (See Annex 8). They
should complete these exercises during the tour in their
notebooks or spare pieces of paper. The guide will schedule
four mini-breaks throughout the tour to do these miniwriting exercises.
The participants may do the four exercises in any order they
want, but they should complete one activity in each one of
the four breaks, that the guide will allow. Aside from the
specific tour writing exercises, they should also take notes of
everything and anything that inspires them and awakes their
creativity.
Exercise 1: choose any color before the beginning of the tour
(for example, green). During the whole duration of the tour,
make a list of everything that is green (or any other color).
Then, choose three items from the list and write a oneparagraph mini-story that includes all three items.

Author
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LEGENDARY
TOUR

Exercise 2: pay attention to the people walking around the
city. Try to imagine what their lives are like, what is their
personality and what struggles they may have encountered
in the past or at present. Choose one person that seems
special to you and write a mini-biography of that person.
Include their made-up name, age, personality and key
events in their life.
Exercise 3: write about the forbidden love between two
people whose families, cultures and/or religions oppose
their being together. Describe their situation, their feelings,
why their families, cultures and/or religions oppose to them
being together and what they do about it. The cultures/
religions may be real or made-up.
Exercise 4: write a story that begins or ends with the
following famous saying about Granada: "Lady, give that
beggar alms, since there is no bigger sorrow like the sorrow
of being blind when one is in Granada" ("Dale limosna, mujer,
que no hay en la vida nada como la pena de ser ciego en
Granada'').
Materials: list of tasks, pens and paper.
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TIMING
2h

AIM
To get to know
Granada and how
its history and
culture have
inspired and
influenced
literature, including
writers, poets, and
local legend
creation.
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Reflection
Proposed questions
Are tourist areas sustainable?
What is your opinion about the fusion of three different cultures
living together?
What is the influence of its peculiar labyrinth architecture on the
everyday life of its inhabitants?

STRENGTH LIES IN
DIFFERENCES, NOT IN
SIMILARITIES.
STEPHEN R. COVEY
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Exercise 1: choose any shape before the beginning of
the tour (square, round, rectangle, star etc.). During the
whole duration of the tour, make a list of every part of
the Alhambra where you see that shape. Then, write a
mini-story from a first-person point of view of an
imaginary architect or decorator who is working on the
blueprints of the Alhambra and include as many
references of the shape you chose as possible (use your
list).

Exercise 2: write about what you have smelled, heard or
felt on your skin during your visit to the Alhambra and
how those stimuli made you feel emotionally. You may
write about what your experience, through any medium,
except the visual one.
Exercise 3: write a culinary review of both your favorite
and least favorite items of food you ate during your stay
in Granada.

Author
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travel
teller

Use at least one metaphor to describe the taste of each
of the dishes (e.g. "it tasted like what rainbows must
taste like," "it tasted like a Monday morning at the office"
etc.). Use plenty of adjectives and be as enthusiastic or
critical as you want.
Exercise 4: write about yourself as a learner, the
essence and nature of learning, how people learn,
learning while abroad, culture shock, and how travelers
could enrich their lives by learning from both their good
and bad experiences abroad. Use Annex 9 as support.

Materials: list of tasks, pens and paper.
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TIMING
2h

AIM
To understand
and step into
the role of
travelers as
storytellers and
communicators
of experience.
66

Reflection
Proposed questions
What feelings and emotions did the water, aromas, light, tastes and
colors around trigger in you?
How can one exploit a monument through tourism?

The more I live,
the more I learn.
The more I learn,
the more I realize,
the less I know.
MICHEL LEGRAND
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Exercise 1: in room 1 of the museum, you will learn
about agriculture and nature as keys in the historical
and economic development of Andalusia. After
exploring the room, write a two-line catchy slogan or
motto you could use to promote the Andalusian natural
spaces and/or adventure or ecological tourism.
Exercise 2: in room 2 of the museum, you will learn
about the Andalusian society and communities in times
of war and peace. Choose one of the events you will
learn about and imagine you were a politician during
that period of history. Now, invent a new law you would
have liked to enact during that time, which you believe
that it could have helped the people. You must write
the law's name and a few lines summarizing its
contents or purpose. Specify the year it would have
been enacted as well.

Author

Beatriz Hernández Moreno
MA and Youth Worker at CELEI
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INTO
ANDALUSIA

Exercise 3: in room 3 of the museum, you will learn
about the everyday lives and daily routines of
Andalusians, from the period of Prehistory until today.
After exploring the room, write a postcard to send back
in time to a made-up Andalusian person in any
Andalusian period of history of your choice. Include the
name and trade of the person you are addressing the
postcard to and the year you are sending the postcard
back to.
Exercise 4: in room 4 of the museum, you will learn
about Andalusian forms of art and culture and some of
the most representative Andalusian artists. Choose one
Andalusian form of art of your choice and write the text
that could be part of a marketing poster or flyer you
could distribute to make tourists interested in learning
more about and attending an event or activity where
they could enjoy that form of art. Use ____________
Annex 10 as
support.
Materials: list of tasks, pens and paper.
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TIMING
2h

AIM
To learn about the
iconic natural,
historic and social
heritage of
Andalusia as a
source of
inspiration and
creativity.
70

Reflection
Proposed questions
What is the point of view from which the museum allows us to get
to know the past and present of Andalucia?
How are senses important in learning?

those who don't
remember the past
are condemned to
repeat it.
GEORGE SANTAYANA
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Exercise 1: during the visit to the birthplace of Federico
Garcia Lorca of Granada in Fuente Vaqueros, find an
object that catches your attention by its color or form;
describe it by assigning it a name. Next, write a brief
story in which the object comes to life, imagine the
relationship of this object in the life of Frederico.
Exercise 2: in the visit of the house of Federico in
Valderrubio, locate all the rooms and assign to each
room of the house the sensations triggered in you by
smells, colors, materials and sounds, for example, “The
Kitchen makes us savor the time,” "Traditional folklore
stroking the keys of a piano."

Exercise 3: in the town of Valderrubio, where the poet’s
second residence is located, there is the house of
Frasquita Alba that served as inspiration for his play
“The house of Bernarda Alba,” which reflected rural
women’s daily routines and traditional ways of life.

Authors
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LORCA
UNFOLDED

Write a brief account of how you imagine the daily life
of rural women in that area, their feelings, their
ambitions, their situation, their religious beliefs, their
customs, their status etc.
Exercise 4: La Huerta de San Vicente was the summer
home of the poet's family from 1926, a space in which
he wrote important works and poems such as the
Romancero Gitano. It was also the last space where the
poet resided before his execution. Write a short poem
or essay where Federico can express his farewell
through your words.
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TIMING
1 Day

AIM
To get to know

the figure of
Frederico Garcia
Lorca, linked to

cultural heritage
and a creative
writing through
the senses.
74

Reflection
Proposed questions
What is the relation of a universal writer with cultural heritage?
Do you think the survival of Lorca's literary work is connected to its
identification with cultural landscapes?
Do you think there is a sensory relationship between literature and
heritage?

I've often lost
myself, in order to
find the burn that
keeps everything
awake.
75

FEDERICO GARCÍA LORCA
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Exercise 1: the "Torre del Oro" (Tower of Gold) is a
twelve-sided polygonal construction and a solid
structure that reminds us of Muslim military
constructions; located next to the Guadalquivir River,
the tower’s reflection in the water is like a mirage.
Rename this tower according to the sensations that
produce its visualization and reflection in the river.
Exercise 2: during the visit to the Royal Alcazar of
Seville, we will observe the different rooms through the
senses of touching, smelling and hearing. Write a brief
romantic story in which water, gardens and light have
prominence.
Exercise 3: inside the Mosque of Cordoba, the
succession of columns and arches stands out for its
function as a prayer hall, giving us the feeling of a great
oasis of architectural palm trees.
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al-andalus
route

Refer to the forms of architectural elements, colors of
materials and numbers.
Exercise 4: the "Alcaicería Granada" is a network of
streets, destined for the silk market. It was the center of
the Nazarite medina; a bustling place full of commercial
life that is preserved today as an important place
frequented by tourists. Walk through its streets and
write a mini biography of a merchant of the fifteenth
century, describing his outfits, his personality, his main
activity, etc.
Materials: Pen, paper, the mAPP my Europe app (for
Android and IOS).
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TIMING
1 Day

AIM
Observe,
enjoy and
contribute to the
transmission of the
Andalusian cultural
legacy through
creative writing and
educational
itinerary.
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Reflection
Proposed questions
What are your thoughts on the importance of the Andalusian
architectural heritage and its reflection in the creativity of various
languages?
Is there a relationship between the aesthetics of Al-Andalus, the
senses and creative writing?
To what do we owe the survival of the Andalusian legacy today?

Architecture should
speak of its time and
place, but yearn for
timelessness.
79

FRANK GEHRY
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Check the level of participants. Are they from abroad?
Do they already know the city? It is also necessary to
know if they have special needs/conditions in order to
set up and provide a qualitative experience. They are
going to work in groups of 5-7 youth. People with
disabilities if there are any, will take active participation in
the work group. In each group the participants will
identify the inclusion strategy: for example to entrust
those who are not able to run along the city to focus on
the "inside tasks" and so on.
Decide the topic you wish to deepen with this activity. It
could be whatever. In this case, we worked on street art
and cultural heritage. Make a virtual map (you can use
the mAPP my Europe app, for Android and IOS). It will
contain the foreseen path to follow on discovering the
spots of interest. Make sure to mark some venues
almost impossible to reach in the given time (only with a
big, competitive effort and team work). In this way, the
teams will be forced to split themselves in subgroups or
agree on priorities for the best strategy in covering tasks
as much as possible. Be creative in thrilling their minds!

Authors
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MIssion
almost
impossible

Write down a list with 12/15 or more tasks for the
participants. As you can see from the example already
implemented (See Annex 11) it is a multilevel list: try to
join many different requests in order to stimulate all
possible learning objectives: becoming able to work in a
group and meeting new people; making sure to provide
interesting cues and pushing further their imagination.
Start playing and split participants into balanced groups.
Participants must take photos and collect materials as
mentioned in the task list. Those collections will be used
to present their work in the plenary session at the end of
the walk.
Meeting point and time restrictions need to be clearly
set. They will have little time to transfer photos/videos in
the computer and prepare their presentation. The
winning team with the highest score will win... (find
something desirable). Plenary session: each team
presents its work: point out how interesting it is that with
the same guidelines, they provided many different
outcomes. Score each task achieved, in order to declare
the winner.
Materials: the online map, printed paper with the tasks to
achieve, pens, crayons, pencils, paper. One device
(phone) for each group, PC and projector for the plenary
session.
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TIMING
3h

AIM
To raise awareness
on street art, to
cooperate, to meet
inhabitants and to
interact with the
environment by

building their own
story about
the city.
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Reflection
Apart from the selected topic for the "mission Almost impossible," the
playground that this activity sets up is an inclusive fruitful space of
discussion, matching the empirical experience of discovering a
given place (both individually and collectively) with the different
backgrounds of participants.

Proposed questions
How do people live in the city and how do their lives look like?
What can we learn about common issues affecting our community?

To read without
reflecting is like eating
without digesting.
EDMUND BURKE

83
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Split participants into groups of 5-6 people. Show them the
available materials and give the task: one hour to build the
map of the city. Explain them that this production is based on
their individual remembrance, experience, direct/indirect
knowledge of the place. They are going to process and
select all their ideas around the city and further agree on the
final map. Assumptions: participants already know the city
because it’s their place; participants don’t know at all the city
because they are new guests; participants are mixed
between both situations.
You can choose to use this activity after a brief city tour, or
simply you can decide to work on an imaginary city. During
the play, make sure that inside groups, the participants are
all included and actively involved. When time is up, each
group is going to describe its own work: After all the
presentations, participants are going to find the way to unite
all the produced maps in a bigger, coherent, final
combination.
Materials: paper, pens, colors, scissors, glue, background
music. Keep in mind that it is better to provide recycled
materials and to avoid producing too much waste.
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BUILDING
THE CITY

TIMING
1h30'

AIM
To stimulate
participants
by working
on space
and its
perceptions.
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Reflection
Details or omissions in the drawings show more often that the
perception of the city is not sustained, but rather partial,
fragmentary, mixed, with other concerns. Nearly every sense is in
operation, and the image is the composition of them all. Mental
maps have often led to revelations regarding social condition and for this
reason, it is interesting to include this method in setting up activities of
non-formal education.

Proposed questions
What affects/drives our biases/expectations?

I HAVE NO SPECIAL
TALENT. I AM ONLY
PASSIONATELY CURIOUS.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

86
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Split participants into 5 groups. Each group will receive a
different label: Common Citizens, Local Administration (town
council), Police, Street Artists and the Civil Society promoting
artworks. Provide some clichés for each category. For instance,
common citizens have mixed ideas, both against and in favor of
street art. They may also have confusing ideas about what
street art actually is. Street Artists will claim that people do not
live in museums and galleries, so art should be in public places
with no tickets, they may feel free to express themselves and
may have a tense relationship with the police. Each group has
30 minutes to brainstorm on how to think and behave
according to their roles.
When they are ready, one member from each group will take
part in the scenario, discussing their beliefs, views, values,
needs and perspectives, arguing and trying to bring the others
into his/her position. Each performance will last until the
facilitator says “scene.” After the plenary session, there comes
the moment to give some more cues on the topic. For
example we used some Ted Talks videos to enlarge the
horizon of other perspectives. An example is “A city without
graffiti is a city without soul” (15 mins), available on YouTube.
Materials: Printed tasks to perform, background music, video
selection to feed the discussion before the debriefing.
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SCENARIO

TIMING
2h30'

AIM
To push participants
to put themselves
into the other’s shoes
and to work on their
perspectives toward
a more open
consideration of the
needs and beliefs of
the people around
them.
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Reflection
It’s a difficult exercise to put ourselves in the others’ shoes. We
need to learn how to consider the existence of other lifestyles, with
different possibilities, beliefs and needs. If we don’t easily see them,
it doesn’t mean that they don’t exist or are less important. Every
voice in the city matters. The Street Art culture is an example of
how we can use the universal language of art as a bridge to
cooperate in building solutions.

Proposed questions
How would you have handled the situation differently?

How is the situation similar to the real events from your city?

NINE-TENTHS
OF EDUCATION
IS ENCOURAGEMENT.
ANATOLE FRANCE

89
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1. Part the youths from different countries/different native
languages in smaller groups.

2. Give them a poem related to culture/cultural heritage (ex.
a poem about archaeology, in order for the students/
participants to learn more about the castle of Kalamata).
3. Ask the participants to translate the poem in their mother
tongue/another language. Each participant can have a
different language to translate in.
4. Let the participants move and explore the space around
them (If you can organize the activity in a theater, let them
roam around the stage).
5. Tell the participants to choose any stable point (each one
chooses a different spot) out of the scene as the “focus”
spot. Let them walk and when you shout “spot,” they stop
and stare at their focus spot.
6. Walk among them and when touching them on the back,
they have to shout their name.
7. Repeat the steps 5 and 6 for 2-3 times, in order to make
them comfortable with the stage.
8. Each participant will say a verse of the poem in his/her
mother tongue/other language and stops wherever he/she
wants. The person next to him/her will continue the next
verse in another language (from the point of the poem that
he/she thinks the next verse is).
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POETICS
OF SPACE

In case the verses are over, the next participant can
continue from the beginning of the poem, until all
participants have recited a line. You can repeat step 8 in
order to achieve a complete performance.
In case there are many participants, they can get involved
even by saying one word each. If there are few participants,
they could say one verse of the poem in rounds until it is
over.
A poem⁹ on archaeology was chosen for the Kalamata
castle, as part of our activity. The following website has
many poems translated into English, you can choose a
poem related to the lesson’s subject here. See Annex 12 as
support.
Materials: worksheets, pens, poetry.
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TIMING
20'

AIM
Making connections
between
landscapes
and history
through poetry,
in order for the
students
to develop critical
writing skills.
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Reflection
Proposed questions
Was it easy to continue the poem from the point where the previous
participant stopped?
How about the content of the poem? Any comments?
Did you like this activity? Was there any difficulty?

I would define... the
Poetry of words as The
Rhythmical Creation of
Beauty.
93

EDGAR ALLAN POE
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1. Give each participant a worksheet and a pen. Each one
writes his/her name on the top of the worksheet.
2. Ask them to answer with a yes or a no the questions
about their habits. The questions can be different according
to the thematic.
3. Let the participants move in the classroom and find out
who else has the same answers as them. This kick-off
activity needs time as it offers a way for all participants to
talk, to get to know each other and to find out if they have
common interests/habits etc. (See Annex 13)
Once the participants know more about each other,
implement the following steps (See Annex 14):
1. Let the participants sit in a circle.
2. Put a pen and the worksheet in the middle of the circle
and tell them that they have to complete the worksheet in 7
minutes. The facilitator leaves the room and comes back
when the time is up.
3. Ask the participants to read the answers. You can make
comments about the answers in order to create a cozy
ambiance.
4. Ask them about the purpose of this activity. Did they
choose a leader in order to complete the worksheet and
coordinate the cooperation?
Materials: worksheets, pens,
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follow
the leader

TIMING
45'

AIM
To energize
groups,
to understand the
power of the
leader in a team
and to facilitate
cooperation
among the
participants.

95

Reflection
Proposed questions
How are habits related to our cultural background?
Who took the lead? How did you manage to agree on decisions?
Is there a connection between leading, cooperation and culture?

Innovation
distinguishes between
a leader and
a follower.
STEVE JOBS
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1. Visit and explore an art gallery (10 min).

26

2. Prepare the participants to work in teams – Team
building tool – Make teams (10 min).
3. Give them a riddle/puzzle (part of an item in the gallery)
and explain the game.
4. Find the painting (or item in the gallery) according to the
riddle/puzzle.
5. Discuss and choose the way in which they will describe
the painting (or item from the gallery).
6. Making the presentations (5 minutes per team, e.g. 20
minutes for 4 teams). The other teams will try to find the
painting (or item) described (5 min).
Materials: paper, scissors, pencils, pens, markers, clay,
fabric (parts of clothes).
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THE MISSING
PIECE

TIMING
1h30'

AIM
To help youth with
fewer opportunities
to feel integrated
socially and
culturally and to
help them get
acquainted with art
and heritage
through creative
means.
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Reflection
Proposed questions
What strategy did you use to find your item?
What did you learn from your item (regarding cultural heritage) that
you can share with the whole group?

A teacher is one
who makes himself
progressively
unnecessary.
THOMAS CARRUTHERS
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Thanks to
everyone
who made
this book
possible.
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Reviews
Gathering contributions from various parts of Europe, this
activity book is an essential tool for all those involved in
raising awareness about the importance of national
landmarks and in promoting intercultural exchange
across the continent. The play-based approach and
attractive layout further recommend the volume for
instructors who are open to innovation and experiment.
The focus on the intersections between tourism and
issues such as multi-ethnicity, sustainability, creativity
and synaesthetic experience represents a major asset.
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The book contains several activities that could be
implemented in places of cultural interest, enforcing
youngsters to get in touch with the local history,
language and culture. It consists of a pool of ideas that
addresses schools, museums and cultural associations,
based on experiential learning. It provides interesting
activities and a variety of teaching plans.
Aikaterini Tzamourani (Greece)
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Intercultural cooperation for intercultural learning: this is
the intelligent conception for the creation of this
specific textbook. Its fundamental features are based on
the promotion of cultural heritage and at the same time,
on the investigation of cultural management issues in the
modern times. Innovative proposals are included, in order
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people, through experiential actions of an activeinquisitive-collaborative approach to education. The
Non-formal Cultural Heritage Education Book constitutes
a groundbreaking guide to social and cultural literacy.
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The Non-Formal Cultural Heritage Education Book
includes 26 activities carried out during several trainings
under the mAPP my Europe Erasmus+ project. For each
of these activities, detailed information is available: steps
for implementation, duration, purpose, reflection and
relevant questions for the the participants. This structure
makes the manual easy to use, even by people who are
about to conduct non-formal education in the cultural
sphere for the very first time. At the same time, the
variety of methods and supporting materials shared in
the second part of the volume, turn it into a suitable
instrument for experienced trainers. With its fresh ideas
and creativity, this book will be a useful tool for anyone
who wants to promote the study of cultural heritage
among young people.
Desislava Hristova (Bulgaria)
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Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen
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proposal of motivating and recreational activities is
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approach of the book proposes a methodology that can
be adapted to different heritage scenarios, contributing
to the dissemination of Heritage Education for young
people in the European context.
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We hope that based on this smartphone app, more
youth will learn and grow attached to European cultural
heritage. We also promote youth tourism, as Europe
can grow better as a united community through youth
that travel and get accustomed to all European culture.
This book is a valuable tool with innovative methods for
youth workers, trainers and teachers that would like to
include more non-formal education activities in their
work. The activities have been developed by experts,
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the project.

We aim to give more visibility to non-formal and
heritage education through our product. The book is an
online one, due to environmental-friendly principles
that we also promote in our work. Digitalization,
education, youth and culture are the key-words of
mAPP my Europe and also, the key-words of
nowadays' quest for development in a global world.

Cultural heritage represents the field that helps people
discover their origins and history, it provides details on
the evolution of social inclusion and most importantly, it
shapes one’s identity. Unfortunately, nowadays, this
domain seems to be neglected, especially in some EU
countries and communities, lacking institutions, NGOs
and trained people that could develop its dimensions.
Therefore, acknowledging, preserving and promoting
cultural heritage became a must. Above all, the
development of some useful, interesting, modern
educational tools and trainings is needed in order to
raise young people’s interest in exploring and learning
more about it.
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organizations, stakeholders, artists, young people,
experts in IT, architects, youth workers and teachers
from different fields that have a connection with
Cultural Heritage (history, art etc.).
mAPP my Europe fosters an active partnership between
experts, teachers, youth workers, disadvantaged and
young (aged 13-19), creative change-makers that are
interested in cultural heritage, education, youth tourism,
innovation and promotion.
We chose this target group as we would like to give
visibility to the perspective of young people on
creating the itineraries for the phone app and to their
decisions on what the most attractive routes in their
regions are. Their participation provided not only a great
intercultural experience but also the development of
some soft skills, improving language and digital abilities
and at the same time having the opportunity to explore
new domains such as volunteering, non-formal
education, cultural heritage, art and entrepreneurship.

Coolt Events are a series of social and cultural
gatherings of people interested in culture and heritage,
They happen in all 4 countries once a month. More than
1000 people have participated until now to our events,
in all 4 partner countries.

mAPP my Europe covered 8 youth workshops (2 in
each country), one on mapping routes and one on
translating the routes in the languages of the partner
countries. More than 220 youths (including participants
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follow the instructions and check all challenges. after you finish your route you have to
create an album with the name of your team on the project’s facebook page and upload all
photos before your return to the workshop room (before 17:00, 13/04/2019).
add as well a description and the #hashtags:
#network #ideas #culture #heritage #erasmusplus #informaleducation #nonformaleducation
#mappmyeurope #hei #dezvoltamidei #tomishub #bibliotecacolorata #culturalentrepreneurship
#fromflaneurtoentrepreneur #photovoice #treasurehunt #constanta #romania
note: you should have editor rights on the facebook page https://www.facebook.com/mappmyeurope/?
ref=settings to create the album and you should tag hei’s page in your post https://www.facebook.com/
asociatiahei/?ref=settings
extra task for extra points: take a selfie with a local person and hold an interview to find out
what their favourite romanian tradition is. extra points if you film the interview.
time: 3h.
place: all sites are in constanȚa’s old center (the peninsula area).
on your route you have a museum and a mosque, make sure you get there before 16:00, when
closing time is. you get extra points if you get inside to visit them (take a selfie with your
entrance tickets for the museum and a selfie in the mosque tower with the city view).
tickets vary between 1-4 euros/person.
link to the treasure hunt map:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R3UMwWLfL36Y2aM9z1ggg1qM4NQgI0TR&usp=sharing

@Marius_Bodu

HOUSE OF EDUCATION AND INNOVATION

@CosasdeCristina

follow the instructions and check all challenges. after you finish your route you have to
create an album with the name of your team on the project’s facebook page and upload
all photos before your return to the workshop room (before 17:00, 13/04/2019).
add as well a description and the #hashtags:
#network #ideas #culture #heritage #erasmusplus #informaleducation #nonformaleducation
#mappmyeurope #hei #dezvoltamidei #tomishub #bibliotecacolorata #culturalentrepreneurship
#fromflaneurtoentrepreneur #photovoice #treasurehunt #constanta #romania
note: you should have editor rights on the facebook page https://www.facebook.com/mappmyeurope/?
ref=settings to create the album and you should tag hei’s page in your post https://www.facebook.com/
asociatiahei/?ref=settings
extra task for extra points: take a selfie with a local person and hold an interview to find out
what their favourite romanian tradition is. extra points if you film the interview.
time: 3h.
place: all sites are in constanȚa’s old center (the peninsula area).
on your route you have a museum and a mosque, make sure you get there before 16:00, when
closing time is. you get extra points if you get inside to visit them (take a selfie with your
entrance tickets for the museum and a selfie in the mosque tower with the city view).
tickets vary between 1-4 euros/person.
link to the treasure hunt map:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fqsrI0gMhMsGDGf6gMYOzxTCDDfOlXCC&usp=sharing
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follow the instructions and check all challenges. after you finish your route you have to
create an album with the name of your team on the project’s facebook page and upload
all photos before your return to the workshop room (before 17:00, 13/04/2019).
add as well a description and the #hashtags:
#network #ideas #culture #heritage #erasmusplus #informaleducation #nonformaleducation
#mappmyeurope #hei #dezvoltamidei #tomishub #bibliotecacolorata #culturalentrepreneurship
#fromflaneurtoentrepreneur #photovoice #treasurehunt #constanta #romania
note: you should have editor rights on the facebook page https://www.facebook.com/mappmyeurope/?
ref=settings to create the album and you should tag hei’s page in your post https://www.facebook.com/
asociatiahei/?ref=settings
extra task for extra points: take a selfie with a local person and hold an interview to find out
what their favourite romanian tradition is. extra points if you film the interview.
time: 3h.
place: all sites are in constanȚa’s old center (the peninsula area).
on your route you have a museum and a mosque, make sure you get there before 16:00, when
closing time is. you get extra points if you get inside to visit them (take a selfie with your
entrance tickets for the museum and a selfie in the mosque tower with the city view).
tickets vary between 1-4 euros/person.
link to the treasure hunt map:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hfrPEzaRsvYPReBPdw2BTxjXE5xKs9v8&usp=sharing
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follow the instructions and check all challenges. after you finish your route you have to
create an album with the name of your team on the project’s facebook page and upload all
photos before your return to the workshop room (before 17:00, 13/04/2019).
add as well a description and the #hashtags:
#network #ideas #culture #heritage #erasmusplus #informaleducation #nonformaleducation
#mappmyeurope #hei #dezvoltamidei #tomishub #bibliotecacolorata #culturalentrepreneurship
#fromflaneurtoentrepreneur #photovoice #treasurehunt #constanta #romania
note: you should have editor rights on the facebook page https://www.facebook.com/mappmyeurope/?
ref=settings to create the album and you should tag hei’s page in your post https://www.facebook.com/
asociatiahei/?ref=settings
extra task for extra points: take a selfie with a local person and hold an interview to find out
what their favourite romanian tradition is. extra points if you film the interview.
time: 3h.
place: all sites are in constanȚa’s old center (the peninsula area).
on your route you have a museum and a mosque, make sure you get there before 16:00, when
closing time is. you get extra points if you get inside to visit them (take a selfie with your
entrance tickets for the museum and a selfie in the mosque tower with the city view).
tickets vary between 1-4 euros/person.
link to the treasure hunt map:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FUMW9qxpauqQdceSrwCYZt5hA1s5V8k6&usp=sharing
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ANNEX 2

Group 1
Location 1 - StarBucks - “Voden” str. N13, Varna City center
Yes, you can grab a coffee, but don`t forget your mission – you are
there to hunt down cultural heritage. Find the historical ruins In there
and take a photo of a team member LYING ON TOP OF THEM. Not
squatting, not on four legs…LYING on top of them.

Location 2 - Church “St. Nicholas the Thaumaturge” – “Knqz
Boris ” Blvd N35
This church is very special for the people of Varna. Find out who this
saint is, on witch day of the year the church is full of women and why.
Find the anchor nearby and take a group photo with it.
Location 3 Hall of culture and sport -“Kniaz Boris ” Blvd N115
Travel many miles and find out when this emblematic for our city
building was build and why. In honor of all the sport events that are
hosted there, pick a cool place in front of it and create a short slow
motion video of any sport improvisation that you choose. Bonus points
if all group members participate. In case you are embarrassed,
remember- you are here only for a couple of days and nobody knows
you.

Location 4 The Pantheon - Sea Garden.
Find out this colossal of a monument and try to soak in the Socialism
times. In how many Bulgarian cities there is such a structure ? On
these particular one, couples take photos on their wedding day as a
generations long tradition. Honor that by recreating in photos the
moment of the marriage proposal of any group members you choose.

On your way to the final location take the main alley of the “Sea
garden”. Find the hidden “Bridge of Wishes”, and document every
member of the group passing it with their eyes closed. It`s been said
that if you make it from one end of the bridge to the other without
opening your eyes, your wish will be true….I`m still waiting on my
millions tho…

Location 5 - The Aquarium - Primorski 4
That old and rusty building is actually a cultural landmark, go in, take
the tour, don`t be alarmed I promise it will not collapse on top of you.
If the staff is in a good mood they will let you take photos with some
of the cool expositions, don`t push them tho, they spend way too
much time with piranhas. After the tour, go out and look for the giant
turtle that escaped from there. Try to fit all group members on it and
take a group photo.

Rules :
1.All the locations must be visited, and all the tacks finished
2.The group must stay together at all times, and everyone should
participate equally
3.Take as much photos as possible
4.Be back at The Social Tea House in time for the international
evening
5. HAVE FUN AT ALL TIMES !!!

Group 2
Location 1 - Headquarters of naval forces – “Preslav” str. N16
It’s easy to say that this is one of the most beautiful buildings in
Varna, and of course it`s a cultural monument. I`ve never tried to go
inside – people with uniforms scare me a little. You can try to go inside
and take a look, but that’s not your task. Research “APES**T - THE
CARTERS” video. Watch it all, the entire thing. It`s a state of art
video with lots of cultural references. Watch it again. Now look at the
beautiful stairs of the “Headquarters of naval forces”. You get where
I`m going with this?  Make a short, let`s say 10 seconds video,
featuring members of your group doing the stairs dance from Beyonce`s
music video.

Location 2 – Museum “New history of Varna” ”8 November” Str
N3.
Even the path to this museum is a walk in culture. You will get lost in
the Greek neighborhood for sure ( I lived there six years and sometimes
I still lose my car in it) but I promise it is worth it . Go in, take the
tour, learn what the three purposes of the building were, before it
began a museum. Choose a stage of it`s existence and recreate it with
a group photo in front of the building.

Location 3 -Roman baths - San Stephano str. City center
There is hardly a post card from Varna, without a picture of the roman
baths on it. They are beautiful and old, just like the city itself. They
are like the price you receive for solving the puzzle that is the Greek
neighborhood . Go in, take the tour, take some photos, and of course
come back with the story of when they were build, by whom and why…I
live in Varna for 18 years now, it`s time someone told me 

Location 4 - Military museum - “Primorski” Blvd N2
This is what our history looks like. Go inside, take the tour, breathe it
all in. There are urban legends, that some of those machineries are still
operational – find out if that is true. Find the biggest and baddest
among them and make a group video, featuring the line “HURRY,
COVER ME, I`M GOING IN” in any scenario you see fit.

Location 5 – The Lighthouse – At the end of the harbor
On your way to the lighthouse try to find the dragons, you may use
their smell of rotten eggs to navigate you. Take a group photo with
them, because every tourist in Varna does that - apparently it`s cool.
Now, you need to go till the very end of the sea quay to get to the
lighthouse, it`s a place for young lovers and old fisherman now, but it
used to serve a bigger purpose – It guided the ships, that made this
city what it is now. Find the saint – who is he? Take a group photo
with him.

Rules :
1.All the locations must be visited, and all the tacks finished
2.The group must stay together at all times, and everyone should
participate equally
3.Take as much photos as possible
4.Be back at The Social Tea House in time for the international
evening
5. HAVE FUN AT ALL TIMES !!!

Group 3
Location 1- King Kaloyan Monument - "Nezavisimost" Square
This is a popular one, people pass it every day, but have no idea who
he is. Find out who he is, what did he do, and how did he deserve a
monument. Take a group photo in front of it.

Location 2 – Mother of God Cathedral - “St. St. Kiril and
Metodii” Square N2
Visiting Varna, this is the first place that most people go to. It`s
magestic and beautiful, full of energy and memories. Go in, take the
tour, breathe it all in. Tell us all about it.
Make a taxi driver take a photo with your group in front it – if you
manage to do that- we will have a solid proof for the existance of a
hire spirit.

Location 3 – HALE 3 - “Hristo Botev” Blvd. N3
Feel special. Most people in Varna, who have nothing to do with the
youth sector live their lives, passing that black door, but never learn
what`s behind it.
Go in, have fun, look at all the cool graffity and sporting equipment.
Have a beer with the staff. After you feel confident enough take a
video of at least one member of your group skateboarding on the ramp,
it`s not as scary as it looks.

Location 4 – Etnographic museum – “Panagyurishte” str. N22
Go in. Take the tour. Find out what “стан“ is, and tell us all about it.
Also find out what “право хоро“ is, and make a short video of your

group practicing it in front of the museum.

Location 5 Museum “Old Varna” – “Tsar Kaloyan” str. N5
This may be the perfect example of how digitalising cultural heritage
helps preserving it for the generations to come. Go in, take the tour,
try to find the differences between Varna then, and the one you see
today. Bonus point if you find The Social TeaHouse in any of the
photos. Take a group photo with the beautiful arch in the main
entrance.

Rules :
1.All the locations must be visited, and all the tacks finished
2.The group must stay together at all times, and everyone should
participate equally
3.Take as much photos as possible
4.Be back at The Social Tea House in time for the international
evening
5. HAVE FUN AT ALL TIMES !!!

Group 4
Location 1 – The opera house – “Nezavisimost” Square N1
Historical landmark of the city. Home of art and culture. Go in, breathe
the atmosphere, go out, take note of the architectural value of the
building. You notice all the people passing in every direction ? Well, if
that`s not the perfect spot to practice your singing, I don`t know
what it is. Take a video of your group singing a song of your choosing in
front of The Opera House.

Location 2 - Contemporary space - “Marco Balabanov” str. N23
Lovely example of modern art and digitalizing cultural heritage. Go in,
look at the expositions. Find out who created the space and why. Since
we all know that “art” and “culture” go hand in hand, try to show
that, by taking a photo in front of “Contemporary space”, spelling
“ART” with body parts of your group members.

Location 3 – Museum of the History of medicine – “Paraskeva
Nicolau” str. N7
The title speaks for itself. Go in, take the tour, look at all the creepy
stuff. Find out what “ERMA” is, and what`s used for. If the staff
allows it- take a photo with the ugly green chair, something about it,
makes me tremble.

Location 4 – “Saint Atanasi” church – “Graf Ignatiev” str. N19
That`s one of the most beautiful churches in Varna. It`s famous for all
the weddings it`s hosting, and for it`s gorgeous garden. Go in, take a
look, feel it. Find out what used to be in that location, and what

happened to it. Take a photo of the entrance, there`s a marble plate
on top of it, containing clues for your research.

Location 5
Location 5, is more like 3 separate locations.
First find the monument of arch. Dabko Dabkov. Who is he, why is he
so important for Varna? Take a group photo with him.
Then go and look for the sculpture called “The fisherman and the golden
fish”, while taking silly photos with him, decide what his tree wishes
would have been.
Finally, look for the sculpture with the name : “A walk”. It is
important for the man kind, for your group to take a photo imitating
that sculpture…otherwise Thanos wins….

Rules :
1.All the locations must be visited, and all the tacks finished
2.The group must stay together at all times, and everyone should
participate equally
3.Take as much photos as possible
4.Be back at The Social Tea House in time for the international
evening
5. HAVE FUN AT ALL TIMES !!!

ANNEX 3

MY FAVORITE PLACE
IN THE WORLD

SELF PORTRAIT

• Live in ……………………………………………………………………………………
• Work in …………………………………………………………………………………
………………………WENT TO…………………………………………………………
CONCERT

My favourite
food is

My inspirational quote of the day is:
……………………………………………………………

ANNEX 4
Listening to Stories/ Good Practices:
1. Breakthrough

2. Magic

3. Leadership

4. Alliances

5. Barriers

6. Questions

Harvesting Questions

1.

What are the key or breakthrough moments in this story? What
can we learn from them?

2.

Where do you notice new forms or practices of leadership?

3.

What happened during this story that affects, irritates or inspires
you in a very special way? Where does this magic come from?

4.

Which alliances helped to tackle the challenge you heard in the
story? What can we learn from this story about the importance
of partner-ships?

5.

Which questions arise for me from this story that I can take
forward to my work, organization or community?

6.

What barriers were encountered in this story and what can we
learn from them?

Annex 5
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ANNEX 6

DERIVE

DEBORD

DERIVE:

A way of exploring the city. It focuses on following natural instinct, and must be

completed with no motive behind the travel. In other words, a dérive is carried out with the only purpose of exploring the city
how it is designed to be explored.
The route may seem randomly selected, but in actuality, the journey is influenced subconsciously, by the city layout and
appearance. Maybe you prefer to create a rule, that help you to decide where to go. Or just follow your instinct, If you were to
choose between a dark alleyway, and a lush green, open pathway, which would you choose?

Feel the city! Enjoy, smell or discover some little details that impress you.
You can use your mobile phone to make some photo, papers, colors, etc. We recommend not to use google maps or any map,
because that will give you some extra information that can condition your derive.

CITY DERIVE

SEA DERIVE
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Team Sustainability
ROLE

Team Sustainability
ROLE

ONG Executive Director

Environmentalist

Team Sustainability
ROLE

Team Sustainability
ROLE

Heritage Assistant

Accessibility & Transport

Team Sustainability
ROLE

Consumption of resources and
Generation of waste

Team Sustainability
ROLE

Sanitation

Team Society
ROLE

Team Society
ROLE

Public Sector

Private Sector

(Firemen, Police, Postmen, Sweepers…)

Team Society
ROLE

Team Society
ROLE

Traditional Collectives

Incoming Collectives

Team Society
ROLE

Team Society
ROLE

Provincial federation of
Hospitality and Tourism
Companies of Granada

Airbnb Entrepreneurs

Team Art & Culture
ROLE

Team Art & Culture
ROLE

Cultural and Museum Innovation

Street Artists

Team Art & Culture
ROLE

Team Art & Culture
ROLE

Cultural Association

Street Musicians

Flamenco’s Friends

Team Art & Culture
ROLE

Team Art & Culture
ROLE

Romantic Travelers

Poet

Restoration & Conservation Team
ROLE

Restoration & Conservation Team
ROLE

Archaeologist

Art Restorer

Restoration & Conservation Team
ROLE

Restoration & Conservation Team
ROLE

Architect

Art Historian

Restoration & Conservation Team
ROLE

Secretary of Historical Heritage

Restoration & Conservation Team
ROLE

Curator

Legendary Tour
Activating our writing creativity
Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Choose any color before the beginning of the
tour (for example, green). During the whole
duration of the tour, make a list of everything
that is green (or any other color). Then, choose
three items from the list and write a oneparagraph mini-story that includes all three
items.

Pay attention to the people walking around the
city. Try to imagine what their lives are like, what
is their personality, and what struggles they may
have encountered in the past or at present.
Choose one person that seems especial to you
and write a mini-biography of that person.
Include their made-up name, age, personality
and key events in their life.

Exercise 3

Exercise 4

Write about the forbidden love between two
people whose families, cultures and/or religions
oppose their being together. Describe their
situation, their feelings, why their families,
cultures and/or religions oppose to them being
together and what they do about it. The
cultures/religions may be real or made-up.

Write a story that begins or ends with the
following famous saying about Granada:

ANNEX 8

"Lady, give that beggar alms, since there is no
bigger sorrow like the sorrow of being blind
when one is in Granada" ("Dale limosna, mujer, que
no hay en la vida nada como la pena de ser ciego en
Granada'').

mAPP

The Alhambra & The Generalife
The traveler as a storyteller
Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Choose any shape before the beginning of the
tour (square, round, rectangle, star etc.). During
the whole duration of the tour, make a list of
every part of the Alhambra where you see that
shape. Then, write a mini-story from a firstperson point of view of an imaginary architect or
decorator who is working on the blueprints of the
Alhambra and include as many references of the
shape you chose as possible (use your list).

Write about what you have smelled, heard or felt
on your skin during your visit to the Alhambra
and how those stimuli made you feel
emotionally. You may write about what your
experienced through any medium except the
visual medium.

Exercise 3

Exercise 4

Write a culinary review of both your favorite and
least favorite items of food you ate during your
stay in Granada. Use at least one metaphor to
describe the taste of each of the dishes (e.g. "it
tasted like what rainbows must taste like", "it
tasted like a Monday morning at the office" etc.)
Use plenty of adjectives and be as enthusiastic
or critical as you want.

ANNEX 9

Write about yourself as a learner, the essence and
nature of learning, how people learn, learning
while abroad, culture shock, and how travelers
could enrich their lives by learning from both their
good and bad experiences abroad.

mAPP

Andalusian Heritage Museum
History, communities and nature fueling creativity
Exercise 1

Exercise 2

In room 1 of the museum, you will learn about
agriculture and nature as key in the historical
and economic development of Andalusia. After
exploring the room, write a two-line catchy
slogan or motto you could use to promote the
Andalusian natural spaces and/or adventure or
ecological tourism.

In room 2 of the museum, you will learn about
Andalusian society and communities in times of
war and peace. Choose one of the events you
will learn about and imagine you were a
politician during that period of History. Now,
invent a new law you would have liked to enact
during that time that you believe could have
helped the people. You must write the law's
name and a few lines summarizing its contents
or purpose. Specify the year it would have been
enacted as well.

Exercise 3

Exercise 4

In room 3 of the museum, you will learn about
the everyday lives and daily routines of
Andalusians throughout history, from PreHistory to today. After exploring the room, write
a postcard to send back in time to a made-up
Andalusian person in any Andalusian period of
History of your choice. Include the name and
trade of the person you are addressing the
postcard to and the year you are sending the
postcard back to.

In room 4 of the museum, you will learn about
Andalusian forms of art and culture and some of
the most representative Andalusian artists.
Choose one Andalusian form of art of your choice
and write the text that could be part of a
marketing poster or flyer you could distribute to
make tourists interested in learning more about
and attending an event or activity where they
could enjoy that form of art.

ANNEX 10

mAPP

mAPP my Europe

Mission Impossible
1_ Name your team and create your group anthem
2_ Explore all the Graffiti spots marked on the mAPP, take pictures
and eyes opened walking, every corner can offer something
interesting..
3_ Find the composer box crossing the Railway Park, also grasp
three different seeds
4_ Draw your group tag as on a street wall
5_ Make the most awesome group selfie in front of the
Archeological Museum of Kalamata
6_ What is your favorite ancient Greek myth? be prepared to put it
on stage!
7_ Write a poem about this project
8_ Enter at least two churches. sit down for a moment. What do
you notice?
9_ Create your group choreography
10_ Find the meaning and the pronunciation of the words:
Παπάρα, Τσίπουρο,
Θάλασσα;βουνά, ντάκος, λουκούμι, πυροσβέστες. If you have
Greeks in the team find the same words in the other languages of
your nationalities!
11_ Find the cemetery, make a quick round inside: which are the
differences with the same place among your countries? what hits
you most?

ANNEX 11

12_ If you find time take a cafe’ in the “worst” cafenio on your path.
Read your future in the bottom of the cup. Obviously take a picture
of the place in order to prove it’s a cafenio (more score if the owner
smiles with you in the photo!). Then after you will explain the
difference between cafeteria and cafenio
13_Remember to take photos and collect every kalamatian beauty
that impressed you on your path. It could be whatever! You will
need it for the next Storytelling..

GOOD LUCK!

ACTIVITY at the Kalamata Castle: POEM
1. Try to translate the following poem in your language
https://www.poetryinternationalweb.net/pi/site/poem/item/4239/auto/0/Esther-Jansma-Archeologie
(Esther-Jansma, -Netherlands- © 1998, De Arbeiderspers, From: Hier is de tijd, Publisher: De Arbeiderspers)

Archeology

Αρχαιολογία
Αν, λοιπόν, πρέπει να ντύσουμε τον εαυτό μας,
λόγω του κρύου για παράδειγμα, ή για κάποιον άλλο λόγο,
στα κομμάτια αυτού ή εκείνου του παρελθόντος χρόνου,
ιστορίες και στηρίγματα μνήμης που δεν μας λένε τίποτα
εκτός από το ότι ήμασταν ήδη εκεί
στο σήμερα που υπήρχε πριν από το σήμερα -

1
2
3
4
5
6

If, then, we have to clothe ourselves,
against the cold, for instance, or in the name of something,
in the shreds of this or that time past,
stories and memory-props that tell us nothing
except that we were already there
in the today that existed before today -

7
8
9

if we can only preserve ourselves in the now
by continually re-inventing ourselves in the now,
then preferably simply by means of clothing.

αν μπορούσαμε μόνο να διατηρήσουμε τον εαυτό μας στο τώρα
με τη συνεχή επανεφεύρεση των εαυτών μας στο τώρα,
τότε κατά προτίμηση (θα τον ντύναμε) απλά με ρούχα.

10
11
12
13
14

You are sitting at table. Suddenly you see how someone
was crossing ice, how the cold got its grip on him
or some other fate and you say: look,
here you have his shoes, leather jacket, gloves.
Where is time? Time is here.

Κάθεστε στο τραπέζι. Ξαφνικά βλέπετε πώς κάποιος
διέσχισε τον πάγο, πώς το κρύο τον άρπαξε
ή κάποια άλλη μοίρα, και λέτε: κοιτάξτε,
εδώ έχετε τα παπούτσια του, το δερμάτινο σακάκι, τα γάντια.
Πού είναι ο χρόνος; Ο χρόνος είναι εδώ.
Translation: Ioanna Ravani

© Translation: James Brockway

TITLE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
Translation by:__________________________________
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A. Answer the 4 following questions (Yes/No): (Do you like coffee, do you prefer
mountain/sea, do you smoke, do you recycle). Write down your answers next to the images.

Do you like coffee?

Do you prefer the mountain
(and not the sea)?

1. ___________________________________

1. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

5. ___________________________________

5. ____________________________________

1. ___________________________________

1. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

5. ___________________________________

5. ____________________________________

Do you smoke?

Do you recycle at
your house?

B. Then find and write down max 5 persons that answered the same as you

ANNEX 13

SEVEN ANSWERS in SEVEN MINUTES
You have 7 minutes to answer the following questions.
For all answers, all members of the group have to agree:
1. Among the members of this team, who has the weirdest hobby?

2. How many people in this team have blue eyes?

3. Write the sum of brothers and sisters that all group members have (don’t
count yourselves).

4. Who is living the most far away from his/her work/ school (the most
kilometers away)?

5. Write the first name that has the most letters from all the people from the
group (for example, John has 4 letters). In case of equal number of letters,
vote who’s name will be written.
6. Write the most difficult word from your language to pronounce, that
people in your group use.

7. What does “cultural heritage” mean to you? (use less than 7 words)

ANNEX 14

ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/
www.mappmyeurope.com

The Non-formal Cultural Heritage Education Book
constitutes a groundbreaking guide to social and
cultural literacy.
—Ioannis Solaris

